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The interventions want to put focus on how the building has
changed over time. This is done by adding architectural
elements that are both highly site specific and at the same
time contrast the tower in material as well as architectural
form.
In order to enhance the hidden qualities in existing traces,
lines have been sampled from the building and redrawn
with a new geometry. The geometry is based on a pattern
of second degree curves that is subsequently fine-tuned
to resemble the sampled curve. The redrawn curves have
a decorative character, contrasting the irregular materiality
and the functional intention of the existing architecture.
Despite their strong contrast, the smooth foam elements work
together with the traces in the rugged concrete. The new
complements and enhances the old and together they frame
views, build furniture and mark the entrance of the tower.
The mine in Ställberg, constructed in 1922, was at its time
the deepest mine in Europe, reaching 1072 meters below
ground. When the owner in 1977 decided to invest in
telecommunication the mine was closed down and the
municipality of Ställberg never recovered. Ställberg now has
around 100 inhabitants, including the village’s one teenager.

1. FOREWORD
Deep in the Swedish forests, on an abandoned mine
tower, eight architectural interventions have been made.
Like parasites white foam additions cling onto the rugged
façade, contrasting it in both material and texture. But
rather than being alien objects, the shapes tell the story of
the abandoned mine by resembling patterns and cracks
sampled from the tower itself. The tower that once housed the
elevator to one of the deepest mines in Europe is a unique
building on which time has left various traces. Most of the
plaster is long gone and at places the eroded reinforcement
is revealed underneath the crumbling concrete.
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The installation, designed and built by Swedish architects
Karin Hedlund and Pedram Seddighzadeh tells the story
of how the building has aged through time. The foam
pieces are precision cut using a digital hot wire cutter and
assembled on site. The installation was part of the art festival
Hope Tourist Center that took place at Ställberg for the
second year in a row.
Karin Hedlund & Pedram Seddighzadeh

www.archmine.tumblr.com

Detail of a foam piece cut by a CNC hot wire cutter
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2. INTERVENTIONS
8 architectural interventions, as well as an exhibition room
showing the design process were introduced to the Ställberg
mine building as a part of the art festival Hope Tourist Center.
These interventions are presented in this chapter in the order
they are visited by visitors.
For each piece check boxes indicate which geometrical
procedures and architectural concepts have given shape
to each intervention. These geometrical and architectural
concepts are defined specifically in chapter 6. Concepts.
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Approaching the elevator tower
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1. ENTRANCE
The entrance to the elevator tower is framed by an lopsided
architrave. The intervention is a continuation of the flaked
paint on the right side of the door, hence the asymmetric
framing.
Continuing
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusing
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Surface texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

The intervention is a continuation of the flaking paint
of the old building's facade.

INTERVENTIONS
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2. CLOUD
The cloud is a mirrored version of an imperfection surrounding
the lower part of the window. The piece is textured through
pulling and pushing on the front side, and by undulating cuts
along its depth.
Continuing
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusing
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Texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

The interventions mirrors the imperfections around the window frame

INTERVENTIONS
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3. DRAPE
On the same facade as the cloud, on the opposite side of
the entrance, an intervention is added to window opening.
This time on the inside of the window frame. Using sliding joint
as well as intersecting cuts into two directions Drape works
with a variety of textures as well as diffusion of daylight into
the dark interior of the mine building.
Continuing
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusing
14
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Texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

Intersecting cuts as well as sliding the cut pieces slighlt add complexity to the piece

INTERVENTIONS
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Play of light and shadow when varying thicknesses
of foam are exposed to daylight
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Close-up view of the two intersectiong cuts
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4. SCRATCH
Reinforcement bars revealed in the facade on the left side
of the window are sampled, mirrored and reinterpreted in
ornamental foam additions framing the window.
Continuation
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusion
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Texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

The new foam additions and the old exposed reinforcement bars work together to frame the window
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5. COLUMN ORNAMENT
Entering the elevator tower you walk between two massive
concrete columns. On the left column your attention is drawn
to a rusty steel joint . The foam reinterprets the old metal
joint, its textures and the imperfections around it, creating
and ornament for the column on the right. This intervention
balances between contrast and symmetry.
Continuation
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusion
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Texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

Looking back at the entrace to the elvator tower framed by the concrete columns
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A rusty metal joint is reinterpreted in spotless white foam
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6. BREACH
Standing at the foot of the stairs, a breach in the concrete
slab leads the way to the second floor. The opening is
framed by an intervention that showcases two different
types of textures. One on the top side and one towards
the opening. The texture towards the opening is a
reinterpretation of the roughness of the concrete of the
opening. The texture on the top is a result of the piece being
placed on the rugged and uneven slab.
Continuing
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusing
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Texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

Coming up the stairs
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The cut pattern of the foam mimics the rugged slab underneath
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8. SOFA
Entering the second floor you are encountered by the
largest of the eight interventions. The uneven patch of
concrete on the lower right side of the window is the starting
point of this intervention. The outline of the patch is sampled,
mirrored and redrawn to create the backrest of the sofa.
The same outline is mirrored once again down to the floor
creating the foot print of the seat. The backrest and the seat
are textured and slightingly slided inwards, inviting the visitors
to have seat.
Continuing
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusing
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Texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

autem digenim olluptur dsadjh asdasd
The ouline of the rough patch on the lower right side of the window is reintepreted into a sofa
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The detailing of the sofa utlizes the logic of CNC hot wire cutting
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8. MULLION
Once you have taken a seat in the sofa, your gaze is drawn
to the final intervention across the room. The mullion is a
precise continuation of the missing patches of concrete
around the window both on the interior and the exterior
facade. It is also a layered curtain that through its multiple
cuts plays with the penetration of light through foam.
Continuing
Framing
Mirroring
Light diffusing
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Texturing
Sliding joint
Intersecting cuts
Pull / Push

autem digenim olluptur dsadjh asdasd
The foam addition contrasts and completes the rough concrete surface

INTERVENTIONS
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SHOWROOM
In the basement of the elevator tower a simple exhibition
was put together, where the visitors could follow the
design process of the foam interventions, read about the
manufacturing methods and contemplate the traces that
time has left on the abandoned mine.
The showroom included early concept models, failed trials
and explanatorily diagrams and drawings. The choice of the
location of the exhibition was such that it would most likely be
the last room that the visitors would enter while have seen the
eight interventions prior to visiting the showroom.
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The exhibition in the basment of the mine building

INTERVENTIONS
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3. PRECEDENTS
SAMPLE / REVEAL deals with two architectural themes
firstly EPS foam as an architectural material, and secondly
designing with history i.e. how an architectural intervention
relates to its context. Precedents for each of two themes are
presented in this chapter.
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Assembley process of the EPS house SunBloc in Daton, China
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EPS FOAM

DESIGNING WITH HISTORY

The departure point of the research project was to examine
the potential of the EPS foam as an architectural material.
Today EPS foam is commonly used as thermal insulation in
buildings and as infill material in infrastructure projects much
due to its low price and weight. SAMPLE / REVEAL examines
this common building material in a new light. The project
proposes treating EPS foam in such a way that its visual and
tactile qualities are enhanced. Material-specific details
are developed and tested. The foam is no longer an infill
material hidden underneath the surface but rather a carefully
treated one that carries the architectural expression of the
building.

Paul Muers professor at TU Delft faculty of architecture
explains in his essay Architecture in Context, how European
cities in recent decades have increasingly been focusing on
the question of what can be done with an existing building:

Two built precedents with similar approach to EPS foam
are the prototype house SunBloc by London Metropolitan
University / Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts and the foam
tower Periscope by Matter Design.
SunBloc is a prototype house designed and built for the
competition Solar Decathlon 2013 in Datong, China. The
project is a collaboration between London Metropolitan
University and Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts. SunBloc
uses EPS as both insulation and structure. The blocks of
foam are cut manually using a handhold hot wire guided by
templates. The architecture takes advantage of the solidity
of the material creating expressive niches and incorporates
program, such as vegetation, in the thick foam wall.
Periscope is a foam tower built in 2010 in Atalanta, USA.
The project is designed and built by Matter Design led by
Brandon Clifford and Wes McGee. EPS blocks were cut using
a hot wire mounted on a robotic arm. The elements are then
stacked and placed in compression using tension cables.
The assembly process was done in less than 24 hours. The
choice of EPS as the building material allows Periscope
to combine an expressive architectural form with efficient
assembly process.
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“The ambition of politicians, developers, cities and institutions
used to go no further than impressive designs and highprofile architecture. Design briefs today start by asking what
can be done with an existing building, such as a rundown
office, an old school, an abandoned factory or a reductant
church.”
SAMPLE / REVEAL is an architectural installation at the
abandoned mine building Ställberg. The very specific setting
of the projects called for a elaborate approach to deal
with the existing.
Two projects with an inspirational approch on relating new
architectural additions to the existing are Carlo Scarpa’s
addition to Fondazione Querini Stampalia (1961–1963)
and Neues Museum in Berlin by David Chipperfield
Architects (1997–2009).
Carlo Scarpa's additions to the Venetian palace is a great
example of how a new architectural element can directly
address the history of its context. The image on the left shows
how a newly added concrete arch respectfully relates to
the existing arch without trying to blend in. The new contrasts
the old clearly in material and geometry, while the general
outline of the arch follows the old one's. The concrete arch
even celebrates its predecessor by framing its ornamental
detailing.
The rebuilding of the Neues Museum on the museum island in
Berlin by David Chipperfield Architects is another example of
the new coexisting with the old. The new additions tell the story
of the building past without mimicking it. The result is a delicate
balance between contrasting and completing the existing.

SunBloc foam house, London Metropolitan University
and Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts

Neues Museum, David Chipperfield Architects

Periscope Foam Tower, Brandon Clifford & Wes McGee

Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Carlos Scarpa

PRECEDENTS
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4. FOAM & DIGITAL
HOT WIRE CUTTING
EPS, is a closed cell hard foam made out of the plastic
polystyrene is traditionally used as landfill, insulation or
packaging. It is lightweight, low cost and has good thermal
and load bearing properties.
Designing with hot wire cutting means using a slicing logic,
where a heated wire splits a foam block. Depending on the
cutting curve, both resulting sides of the block can be used,
minimizing waste. In digital hot wire cutting, the wire follows a
guide curve and the foam is cut with milimeter precision.
40
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EPS foam cut with straight and angled cuts
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BACKGROUND
EPS is manufactured by heating polystyrene granules in a
mold. The heat causes the plastic to liquify and expand and
when it cools it hardens in its new shape. EPS is a lightweight
material consisting of 98% air which makes it suitable for
insulation, and compared to its weight it as very good
compressive strength, varying with its density. The density,
weight to volume ratio, affects its load bearing properties, its
insulation capacity as well as the light permittance and the
surface smoothness when cut. In Sample/Reveal, EPS S300 is
used which has a mid-scale density.
It is important to note that EPS is highly toxic when
combusted and an alternative with similar physical properties
as EPS is BioFoam® made out of the bioplastic PLA.

PROCESS
There are mainly two logics of how EPS or styrofoam can be
used as a design material
SUBTRACTIVE - CNC-MILLING
Fabrication - Sculpts a block of foam by milling away foam
Geometry - Double curved surfaces possible. Limited
possibility of hidden geometry
Waste - Everything not part of the resulting volume results in
waste in the form of small grains of foam
SPLITTING - HOT WIRE CUTTING
Fabrication - A hot wire splits a piece of foam in two pieces.
Geometry - Only ruled surfaces, double curvature is not possible
Waste - All pieces could potentially be used
Both approaches above can be describes as solidmodelling logics, where solidness and massiveness define
the properties of a module or design. EPS has also been
used in surface logic-based projects, for example in passive
houses, where EPS functions as a wall with insulation as well
as structure.
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Hot wire cutting is especially suitable when designing with
projective geometry, using a pattern or curve based logic.
It’s an efficient way of using foam - since there is the
possibility of using all sides of the cut block either as design
or packaging.
ANALOGUE
When using a table or hand held hot wire cutter, templates
can be used that guides the wire along a curve in order to
increase the precision of the outcome. By using sequential
cuts and turning or tilting the block several sides can be
treated.
CNC HOTWIRE CUTTING
A CNC hot wire cutter has two, sometimes individually
controlled heads holding the hot wire. They both follow a
track, a curve, and the wire slices a piece of foam in two
or more pieces. The curves act as guides in much the same
way that a template can guide a handheld hot wire. The
foam block has to be turned or tilted if the block has to be
treated on more than one side. The tolerance when using a
CNC hot wire cutter is 1-1,5 mm due to the fact that the wire
melts away some of the foam as it cuts through the block. The
heads can move independently, meaning that the two heads
holding the hot wire can be fed with two separate curves, for
example a circle of two different sizes, resulting in a cut cone.
ROBOTIC
When using a robotic hot wire cutter, several sides can be
treated without moving the block.

FINISHING
Although EPS can take high compression loads when
distributed evenly, it is very fragile at its exposed surfaces
and edges and if exposed to wear it needs a protective
layer to avoid both tearing and staining. No protective
finishing was used in Sample/Reveal.

Analogue table hotwire cutter

Analogue handheld hot wire

CNC-hotwire cutting

Robotic hotwire-cutting

FOAM & DIGITAL HOT WIRE CUTTING
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5. STÄLLBERG &
HOPE TOURIST
CENTER
The story of Sweden told in a miniature format? The full force
of a world in change hit Ställberg in 1977. How can a small
society change in the ruins of the industrial revolution. 35
years later a group of artists fills the abandoned buildings
new life and invites to a discussion about central- and
decentralisation, hope and change, tourism and art by
opening up the area for artists residencies making site specific installations and performances.
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autem digenim olluptur dsadjh asdasd
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STÄLLBERG
Ställberg’s mine was once the deepest ore mine in Europe
with a main shaft measuring 1072 meters. The mine was part
of the Kinnevik concern and due to increased competition
from surface mines in South-America and Australia Ställberg’s
mine was closed in 1977 by the company’s new CEO Jan
Stenbeck. Kinnevik soon after successfully invested in satelliteTV and mobile phone communication techniques. The small
but flourishing community of Ställberg centered around the
mine stood no chance when the global market changed
drastically and the age of communications began. Today
the village has around 100 inhabitants and the municipality
Ljsunarsberg is forecasted to be the very first Swedish municipality disappear due to migration, in the year 2070. The
buildings surrounding the mine, the head-frame, the separation and office buildings and the machine halls, in total over
4000 m2, have been abandoned since.
HOPE TOURIST CENTER
Amongst the delirict buildings of Ställberg’s mine, every year
artists gather for a residency. Together they transform the
industrial graveyard into The Non-existent Center, an arena
for contemporary art. Hope Tourist Center is the name of the
2014 residency. It wanted to challenge and question the
notion of tourism by transforming Ställberg's mine into a tourist
center.
The basis of residency, festival and exhibition is the 28 meter
high mining tower. TNEC invites both Swedish and international artist with and its residencies has included both artists and
actors, dancers, psychoanalysts and musicians. On May 1
2013, the transformation of 2000 square meters of industrial
estate started. The tower, the machine rooms and workshops
are put to new uses as studios, stages, kitchens and exhibition halls. The goal is to create an arena in Bergslagen
where contemporary art and theory are produced and
presented in a common space.
autem digenim olluptur dsadjh asdasd
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autem digenim olluptur dsadjh asdasd

STÄLLBERG & HOPE TOURIST CENTER
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4. PROCESS
SAMPLE / REVEAL went from initial concepts to eight
architectural interventions fabricated and mounted on site
during five weeks. Physical sketch models, digital design
and fabrication was alternated by 1:1 mock ups on site.
Through measurements and photo documentation the mine
building was remodelled in the computer. Physical mock ups
produced based on this digital model using CNC hot wire
cutting were brought back to the site to be studied in their
context. This digital-physical loop was then iterated and
refined for each iteration.
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Physical foam model, digital sketch and the final piece
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1. CONCEPT SKETCH
Inspired by the traces time had left on the Ställberg's mine
the flaking paint, the rough textures, and the imperfections
of the aging concrete, we decided to tell the story of the
aging mine.
During the initial concept phase we examined various ways
of sampling geometry from the mine, tweaking it and adding
it back to the building. This was done through sketches and
concept models in scale 1:10 and later on 1:1. Various ways
of scaling, offsetting and mirroring were some of the methods
tested.
The formal geometry of the interventions was also iterated
during this phase.
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Physical mock ups were produced to test geometry, texture and detaling

PROCESS
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PROCESS
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PROCESS
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2. ON SITE SKETCH
The second visit to the site was made in order to evaluate
a series of foam mock ups. General qualities such as scale
and placement, as well as strategies for how to relate and
draw attention to existing features of the mine such as texture,
decay, light and functions were considered during this phase.
Attention was also placed on the procedural order of how
visitors would encounter the interventions. Following this visit,
we decided to focus our attention to the mine tower, the
entrance facade and its second floor. The documentation of
the on site sketches helped us choose our main themes when
relating to the existing features: sampling, mirroring, as well as
texturing, framing and play of light and shadow.
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1:1 test on site

PROCESS
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PROCESS
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3. ATTACHMENT
Double sided tape as well as adhesives were tested for
attaching the foam pieces to the concrete. The challenge
was to deal with the very rough and uneven surfaces of the
concrete without compromising the desired high precision of
the foam pieces. A water based montage adhesive (Illbruck
PL600) together, at times combined with two or three bolts
per piece were used as the final solution.
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Attachment test of the foam against the rough concrete

PROCESS
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4. FABRICATION & TRANSPORT
The final pieces were cut using the CNC hot wire cutter at
Chalmers University of Technlology, Göteborg.
The pieces were cut out from rectangular blocks in such
a way that they could easily be slided in and out of the
original block. This way a case was automatically created
for all the part, protecting the fragile pieces during the
transportation. The regular block shape of the case as well
as their low weight (the density of the foam is approximately
40 kg/m3) made them very easy to handle and transport.
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CNC hot wire cutting

PROCESS
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Each piece had a rectangular protective case and could easily be carried

PROCESS
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5. MONTAGE
The assembly and mounting of the final pieces were done
during three days at Ställberg's mine. Protecting the white
foam from dirt and dust was a big challenge. The interior
pieces were mounted using a water based adhesive, as for
the exterior pieces a few bolts were added as well to make
sure the durability of the interventions in outdoors condition.
The photo documentation of the mine which were the basis
for the digital design of the pieces coincided to the actual
mine building to a high degree. This made the assembly fairly
smooth. It is meanwhile worth mentioning that the high level of
detailing increase the montage time since the foam needed
to be handled with a great amount of care.
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Assembly process on the facade of the elevator tower
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The final adjustments to the pieces were made on site
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Each intervention had to be delicately removed from its casing.
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7. CONCEPTS
The formal starting point of each intervention was sampling
curves and surface textures from the mine tower. The border
between two surface textures can be seen as a line, a
curve. The curve both defines a form on the larger scale
and has a two dimensional texture on the smaller. Both
scales are interpreted, the smaller by introducing a geometry
that translates the irregular natural curve into a controlled
ornamental and the larger by the overall shape of the foam
intervention.
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autem digenim olluptur dsadjh asdasd
The pieces framing the entrance had joints that allowed for tolerance
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Sampling of curve on wall, continuing it and interpretating it with a geometrical curve
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The interpreted curve is used as guide curve for the hotwire cutter and
an undulating curve cuts the surface to resemble the nearby wall texture
CONCEPTS
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SAMPLING

TEXTURING

Sampled curves from the mine building were treated in the
following ways:

Texture on a foam block can be hot wire cut in several
ways and for several reasons. The project uses texturing for
instance to resemble a nearby texture or to create a seating
surface on the furniture.

CONTINUING
Some of the curves on the tower are interrupted by an
opening such as a window or a door. One way of drawing
attention to these curves and patterns is to continue
them where it is interrupted by placing an intervention
in an opening. The sample curve and the geometrical
interpretation forms a continuos line.
MIRRORING
Mirroring is an ancient way of creating patterns. Utilizing this
simple yet powerful move, a sampled curve from the edge of
an eroded concrete patch is turned into an ornament. The
stark contrast between the crisp white EPS and the crumpling
concrete is bridged by them both forming an overall figure
that enables the spectator to see them as a whole.
FRAMING
The abandoned mine tower boasts views over landscape
and greenery as well numerous traces of the mining that went
on during more than 50 years. By framing some of them the
interventions draws attention to features otherwise easily
overlooked.
LIGHT DIFFUSING
The mine is dark and EPS is most often conceived of as a
solid and opaque material. By exploring the material limits we
achieved a light diffusing effect. An undulating curve cutting
the block of foam resulted in a varied material thickness. The
final curves were carefully crafted to achieve a range of light
diffusing properties. Depending on the density of the EPS
the outcome in terms of light transmittance varied, the on site
sketches made with the less dense S150 transmitted more
light than the final interventions made out of S300 EPS foam.
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PARALLEL SURFACE TEXTURING
An undulating interlocking or non-interlocking curve cuts the
block parallel to the surface. The scale varied depending
on the purpose of the texture. A seating texture curve, for
example, had a wider undulation than a curve echoing a
rugged concrete wall.
PULL / PUSH - PERPENDICULAR SURFACE TEXTURING
Another way of creating texture was to cut out a self
intersecting pattern (p.71) perpendicular to the surface
intended to be textured. A cut out pattern like this is dynamic
and can adapt to for example an uneven floor.
INTERSECTING CURVES ON EDGE
To chamfer, bevel or in other ways refine an edge can be a
challenge when using a digital hot wire cutter. One way of
adding character to the skirt of a block is to use a second
cut intersecting the first one, the second one being an
interlocking curve that prevents the pieces from falling apart.

Non-interlocking curve
Interlocking curve

JOINING
Joints between pieces where done in four principal ways:
NON-INTERLOCKING CURVE - TOLERANCE AND TEXTURE
The limitations of the block and the maximum cutting extents
dimensioned the individual sizes of the pieces. The digital
hot wire cutter used in this project had a cutting area of
1200*1200*600 mm, meaning that if a block were to be tilted
and cut on two sides the maximum dimensions of the block were
to be 1200*600*600 mm. The largest interventions needed
to be made out of several pieces. A non-interlocking curve
was made by selecting and modifying parts of the underlying
pattern. This was used to take up tolerances in the mounting
phase.
INTERLOCKING CURVE
In some instances a texturing was introduced and revealed
by sliding the top part of the piece to the side. Puzzle joints
were made to prevent the sliding pieces from falling apart. The
cutting curves were made either by modifying the underlying
pattern or by constructing a small scale undulating curve.
INDEPENDENT AXIS CUT LOCKING
To prevent a piece with a surface cut vertically and hanging
on a wall from sliding downwards, an independent axis cut was
made. An independent axis cut means that the two heads
holding the hot wire are input with two separate curves that
differ from each other. In this case, one of the curves was
more narrow than the other, making sure that the outer
piece not connected to the wall, could not slide down
more than the flexibility of the foam could tolerate.
OVERLAP LOCKING
When two pieces placed next to each other are cut
with the same interlocking curve, they can be locked
to each other by a third piece sliding into them
both and overlapping the gap.
An aperiodic pattern is the basis for the geometrical interpretations of the sample curves

CONCEPTS
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The blocks are cut perpendicular to the surface and the loose pieces can then be pulled or pushed
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The wire needs to cut through the block to reach the inner part of the block
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The foam transmits and diffuses light depending on the width of the piece
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Sliding reveals the cut surfaces
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Interlocking cuts add complexity and variation to the edge

CONCEPTS
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